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1 History of the production licence
PL884 was awarded on the 10th of February, 2017, in the APA 2016 licensing round. Wellesley Petroleum AS is
the license operator (50%) and Equinor Energy AS and Capricorn Norge AS are the license partners with 20%
and 30%, respectively. The license is located on Måløy Slope and covers 429,909 km2 within block 35/3, shown
in Fig. 1.1 

Fig. 1.1 License area and structural setting of PL884

The PL884 work commitment was to reprocess the CGG Broadseis survey CGG14003 to improve the seismic
quality within Jurassic in the license area.

Wellesley Petroleum has, on behalf of the license group, fulfilled the work commitment and have reprocessed
the 3D seismic. The license decision gates for PL884 are presented in Table 1.1.
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Work obligation Decision Task status Expiry date
Reprocessing of 3D Seismic Completed 10.02.2019

Decision to drill Completed 10.02.2021
(BoK) Decision to concretize N/A 10.02.2021

Conceptual studies
(BoV) Decision to continue N/A 10.02.2023

(PDO) Prepare plan for development
(PDO) Decision to submit plan for development N/A 10.02.2024
(PDO) Submit plan for development N/A 10.02.2024
Decision to enter extension period N/A 10.02.2024

Table 1.1 PL884: License decision gates

License meetings

EC/MC meeting 1: 10.03.2017

EC/MC meeting 2: 04.12.2017

EC/MC meeting 3: 04.07.2018

EC/MC meeting 4: 20.11.2018

EC/MC meeting 5: 09.04.2019

EC/MC meeting 6: 25.06.2019

EC/MC meeting 7: 02.12.2019

EC/MC meeting 8: 16.04.2020

Drill or drop recommendation: 27.03.2020

Reason for relinquishment

After an extensive review of the prospectivity of the entire stratigraphic interval, including the Jurassic Cook,
Bathonian, Oxfordian intervals, the Cretaceous Åsgard, Agat intervals and the Paleocene, it has been agreed by
the Joint Venture to drop the licence.. Stand-alone screening economics have been run on the highest ranked
prospect in the licence, which is the Jurassic Feedback prospect (40mmboe). The prospect is uneconomic, even
with the addition of the overlying Newton Agat prospect. The adjacent Lifeson prospect has been reinterpreted
as Åsgard Fm, previously Oxfordian, and as a consequence the risk has increased. The remaining Bathonian and
Agat prospects are also too small for a stand-alone development.
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2 Database overviews
2.1 Seismic data
The seismic data used in the APA evaluation of the prospects was CGG Broadseis survey CGG14003. ION
reprocessed the CGG14003 survey after the license was awarded, see Fig. 2.1. It is more focused and has better
continuity within the Bathonian and Cook Fm, and it has better fault definition. The ION PSDM has less noise
overall but the Q migration has increased noise locally. CGG data has higher resolution in places, but the price
is a high frequency noise. The seismic database is shown in Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 Seismic database for PL884
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Seismic survey Year NPDID Status Area km2 Polarity Datasets
CGG14003 2015 7984 Acquired 15000 SEG Positive Near, Mid, Far, Ultrafar

and Full stacks, Gathers
CGG14003WPR17_3D 2017 7984 Acquired 1030 SEG Positive Near, Mid, Far, Ultrafar

and full stacks 

Table 2.1 Seismic database

The well database used in the license work is presented in Table 2.2.

2.2 Well data

Well Completion Status Petrophysics Rock Physics Depth
conversion

Well
tie

Core
studies Biostratigraphy

6204/11-1 1994 released x x x x
6204/11-2 1997 released x x x x
6204/10-1 1995 released x x x
6204/10-2R 1997 released x
6204/10-2A 1997 released x
36/1-1 1975 released x x x x ichron
36/1-2 1975 released x x x x x ichron
36/1-3 2019 not released x x x x petrostrat
36/4-1 1996 released x x x x ichron
35/2-3 2012 released x
35/3-1 1976 released x x x x ichron
35/3-2 1980 released x x x x x ichron
35/3-4 1981 released x x x x x ichron
35/3-5 1982 released x x x x x ichron
35/3-6 2002 released x x x
35/3-7 S 2009 released x x x x
35/3-7 ST2 2009 released x x x x
35/6-2 S 2009 released x x

Table 2.2 Well database
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3 Results from geological and geophysical studies
Several studies and evaluations have been carried out in-house and by external companies to address the
geological and geophysical understanding of the license prospectivity. An overview is given below.

PSDM seismic reprocessing - ION 2017. Reprocessed an area of 450 km2, focusing on the Jurassic. Used Q
tomography and migration to mitigate the effects of shallow attenuation caused by the assumed gas clouds over
structures, and used FWI for velocity model building.

Fluid Inclusion study - Karlsen Keros Consulting 2017. The objective of the fluid inclusion study was to
confirm any presence of petroleum in the Cook and Johansen Fms, and to establish similarities/differences
between Cook and Johansen Fms hydrocarbons. It also aimed to establish HC phase, gas wetness, estimate
timing for the charge and HC source and maturity. The study focused on the Lower Jurassic sequences of Well
35/3-2, the Cook, Amundsen and Johansen Fms. The results show evidence of two charges within the area of
interest. Biomarkers suggest that the source rock for the Cook, Amundsen and Johansen Fms is of Paleozoic or
Lower Triassic age. The Agat Fm has clearly received petroleum of increasing maturity through time as there
are traces of different gas maturity. Condensate in Agat Fm is interpreted to represent a blend between an “old
paleo oil” and a Draupne Fm derived, more recent, high GOR charge. 

Source rock evaluation - APT 2017. Performed geochemical analyses on drill cuttings samples from wells
35/3-5 and 36/1-2 to evaluate source rock potential, risk and the volumes generated. The Heather Formation
intervals analysed are early mature for oil generation in well 36/1-2 and middle mature for oil generation in well
35/3-5.

Bathonian sand study - Petrostrat 2017. Study of the 35/3-4, 35/3-5 and 36/1-2 wells to de-risk reservoir
distribution and reservoir quality degradation due to diagenesis. Results from well 36/1-2 show that the sands
are alluvial fan deposits, and the cuttings show a younger Bathonian age than estimated. The reservoir quality is
poor and the sands are carbonate cemented. Results from well 35/3-4 show that the sands are from a high
density turbidite system of Bathonian age, and have good reservoir quality. The results from well 35/3-5 show
that the sands are dated as Late Bajocian, not Bathonian. The sands are believed to be from a high density
turbidite system and the reservoir quality is poor.

Cook Fm study - Petrostrat 2017. Performed a stratigraphic, sedimentological and petrographic study of the
Early to Middle Jurassic sediments of well 35/3-2 to review depositional environment and diagenesis of the
Cook Fm. The depositional model suggests different depositional characters subdivided by transgressive events.
Lower Cook Fm has been deposited through low stand incisional cycles separated by a minor transgressive
event. Upper Cook Fm show four prograding and transgressive cycles. The model suggests progradation of
shoreline and estuarine systems out onto a shallow, tidally influenced restricted shelf during the Upper Cook
cycles. The results show a generally poor reservoir quality of the Cook Fm. 

New Basin Modelling study - Torena 2018. This basin model is based on updated depth conversion and on the
new depositional system for the Cook Fm, Brent Gp and Bathonian. The model focused on Tommy and
Counterparts prospects. The expected pressure and temperature conditions in both traps combined with the
charge volumes indicate that the prospects are undersaturated oil-phase accumulations.

Seismic and geological interpretation of the Agat Fm - Internal. Discoveries and identification of four new
prospects and leads, leading to fluid substitution modelling and AVO modelling to determine the effectiveness
and methodology for an Inversion focused on the Agat Fm.
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ODiSI inversion (One Dimensional Stochastic Inversion) on a 200 km2 volume covering the main Agat Fm
prospects and discoveries. The objective was to distinguish between different facies; hi net, lo net, soft and hard
shale, within Lower Cretaceous. Well correlations show that this has been achieved. Another objective was to
distinguish between lo net HC sands and hi net brine sands. This was not achieved in Laplace prospect (35/3-2)
where lo net HC sand is classified as hi net.

HCS scanning - Institute for Energy Technology/Weatherford labs 2019.  HCS scanning of the 35/3-5, 7S &
7ST2 wells to analyse clay content and hydrocarbon fill. The scanning detected traces of petroleum in the cored
sections in both wells. Discrete carbonate cementation, potentially hampering fluid percolation, is commonly
occurring in well 35/3-7S, whereas it is infrequent in well 35/3-5. No distinct OGC or OWC/paleo-OWC
contacts were identified.

Biostratigraphic review - RPS ichron, 2019. Performed a biostratigraphic review of the Cretaceous interval in
35/3-6 and 36/4-1.

Interpretation of the Palaeocene intervals was completed and one lead was identified. Used spectral
decomposition to complete the evaluation. 

In-house EEI (extended elastic impedance) study for lithology prediction in the Upper Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous, north of the Agat Fm play for the Xanadu lead.

Regional 3D reconstruction study for depositional history to de-risk Lifeson prospect.

Depth conversion - Estimages 2019. A geostatistical approach to build a 3D velocity model for depth conversion
and uncertainty assessment. This concluded that the seismic velocities are globally under-estimated compared to
the well velocities. It improved global quality and consistency of the well time-depth functions (check shots)
and well tops.

Updated volumes and risks for all prospects and screening economics on the Feedback prospect.
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4 Prospect update report
Wellesley Petroleum presented three prospects and two leads in the APA for 35/3. The prospects were Feedback,
Caravan and Counterparts, while Rush and Permanent Waves were the leads. Caravan, Rush and Permanent
Waves, later named Xanadu, were dropped and seven more prospects/leads were presented after the license was
awarded. The three main prospects mapped within PL884 are Feedback, Tommy and Counterparts, but they are
all too small for stand-alone development. The prospects are shown in Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1 Prospects and leads in PL884
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There are two Lower Jurassic prospects, Feedback and Tommy. They are the main target reservoirs for PL884,
and are identified by a clear seismic marker over the area. Lower Jurassic prospects show poor reservoir
properties in the area due to maximum burial depth, and a big part of the work program has been to evaluate
whether reservoir production is viable.

Feedback is still the main prospect in this license. 

It is a compartmentalised up-thrown fault-block which is part of a basement ridge extending 50 km southwards
from the end of the Selje Horst. The structure was formed during the late middle to late Jurassic rifting, starting
in the Bathonian but reaching its peak from Kimmeridgian to Tithonian. The trap is defined by the interpretation
at top Cook Fm level. 

Sandstones of the Dunlin Gp form the reservoir targets in the Feedback Prospect. The sediments of the Dunlin
Gp onlap onto metamorphic basement rocks and show a general thinning from west to east, reflecting a
westwards tilt of the basement formed during the Permo-Triassic rifting with limited pre-Jurassic faulting. 

Well 35/3-2 is the key well to the Feedback Prospect. It proves the presence of viable reservoirs in the prospect,
and it is interpreted as a hydrocarbon discovery in the Cook Fm and parts of the Johansen Fm. This view is
supported by the direct hydrocarbon observations during the drilling operation such as high gas readings
peaking at 12% total gas in the Cook Fm, direct fluorescence, cut fluorescence from cores, side-wall cores and
cuttings and bleeding gas from Johansen Fm cores. Due to quality of the heterolithic section in the Johansen Fm
a hydrocarbon water contact cannot be established, neither from logs nor pressure data. During the evaluation of
the APA a clear hydrocarbon indicator change in intensity at around 4030 m tvdss, which could suggests a
hydrocarbon water contact at that point. This is approximately 100 m shallower than the mapped structural spill.

A detailed fluid inclusion study has been done in order to prove deeper presence of HC but the results were
inconclusive. Main risks of the Feedback prospect remains on reservoir presence and effectiveness. Fig. 4.2 
shows Feedback prospect on a Top Cook Fm depth map, and how Newton prospect is overlying it. South-east of
Feedback prospect is the Jurassic Lifeson prospect. It was assessed whether all three prospects could be reached
with one well, but this idea was abandoned due to the long distance between the Lifeson prospect and the
Feedback and Newton prospects. Fig. 4.3 shows a W-E seismic line of the Feedback prospect.
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Fig. 4.2 Feedback, Newton and Lifeson prospects
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Fig. 4.3 W-E seismic line of Feedback prospect
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Tommy prospect is a large, elongated structure with a long stratigraphic component in the south. The crest is
located in the central part of the prospect at 3350 m TVDSS. 46% of the volume of the structure is outside of the
license area, as seen in Fig. 4.4. The reservoir, Cook Fm, is onlapping the basement. This make the seal
effectiveness the main risk for Tommy, due to the long onlap of the Cook Fm on the Basement. The quality and
extend of the Cook Fm towards the eastern part of the block 35/3 is also uncertain. There were no shows seen at
Cook Fm level in wells 35/3-4 and 35/3-5, but there were shows in Bathonian aged formation in well 35/3-4.
This can suggest thief sands which gives a higher risk on top seal. The geological POS for Tommy is 12%. 

Fig. 4.4 Feedback and Tommy prospects on a Cook Fm depth map
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Upper/Mid Jurassic prospects are Counterparts and Lifeson. 

Counterparts prospect is a four-way dip structure sitting on a basement high, and the expected hydrocarbon
phase is oil. The top seal of the prospect are the Kimmeridgian and Oxfordian Draupne Fm and Heather Fm
shales. In addition to Callovian shales, Draupne and Heather formations also work as source rocks, and charges
the prospect from west. Counterparts is well located regarding sediment entry point from the east. The reservoir
is believed to be gravity flows of shallow marine Bathonian Krossfjord Fm prograding westwards across the
Horda Platform from the Norwegian mainland. A basin modelling study was performed on the Counterpart
prospect, and the results moved the spill point deeper and made the reservoir thicker than assessed during APA
2016. The biggest risk is the reservoir quality. Counterparts is shown in map view and in a seismic section in
Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 Counterparts prospect

Lifeson prospect is a stratigraphic pinch out with Intra Åsgard Fm reservoir, and it is defined by a class IV AVO
on seismic. Lifeson and the Lower Jurassic Feedback discovery made by well 35/3-2 could have the same HC
accumulation. The biggest risk is thief sands at the crest and difficult mapping due to poor seismic in south. 

Cretaceous prospects are Newton, Laplace and Kepler, while Olivia is a lead. They are all within Agat Fairway,
but an overpressure in Laplace isolates it from the main Agat system. Newton and Kepler are on the basin
margin, while Olivia is in axis of the Agat fairway. 

Laplace is a down-dip extension of the well 35/3-2 gas discovery.

Newton is a dip closure up-dip of well 35/3-7 S. The prospect pinches out in west, towards well 35/3-2, which
is necessary to explain the play. Well 35/3-2 tested water at the same depth as the Newton prospect, so they can
not be in contact for the prospect to work. Newton is overlying Feedback, which means that both prospects can
be reached with the same well.

Kepler prospect relies upon a stratigraphic pinch out, like well 35/3-4. Half of the prospect lies outside of
PL884. It is identified by a seismic anomaly that extends below the closure, and it is targeting mainly gas.
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Olivia is a channel within the Agat middle unit, in the centre of the fairway. It is characterized by bright
amplitudes at the base of the channel and a very soft top. The stratigraphic trap relies upon by-pass at the crest
in the east, and the side and base seal are Rødby and Sola Fm shales. The prospect is amplitude based, and the
amplitude can be hydrocarbon filled sand or shale filled channel. The results from the Presto well lead to
increased risk on the Olivia prospect as these prospects were similar. Fig. 4.6 shows a seismic intersection of the
Laplace, Newton and Olivia prospects.

Fig. 4.6 Seismic intersection of Laplace, Newton and Olivia prospects.
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The Paleocene lead is targeting gas and is the most recent lead in this license. It is a four-way dip closure with a
reservoir consisting of Heimdal Fm sand. The main risks are charge, reservoir presence and seal effectiveness. 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the revised prospect data for the Feedback prospects. The revised prospect data
table for the Counterparts prospect is shown in Table 4.3.

20.05.2020

Table 4: Discovery and Prospect data (Enclose map)

Block 35/3 Prospect name Feedback Cook Fm Discovery/Prosp/Lead Prospect Prosp ID (or New!) NPD will insert value NPD approved (Y/N)

Play name NPD will insert value New Play (Y/N) No Outside play (Y/N) No

Oil, Gas or O&G case: Gas Reported by company Wellesley Petroleum Reference document Assessment year 2020

This is case no.: 1 of 1 Structural element Måløy Terrace Type of trap Structural Water depth [m MSL] (>0) 270 Seismic database (2D/3D) 3D

Resources IN PLACE and RECOVERABLE Main phase Associated phase

Volumes, this case Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10) Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10)

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,54 0,81 1,16 1,91

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 3,89 5,80 8,27 13,66

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,08 0,12 0,38 0,79

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 2,27 3,27 4,97 8,36

Reservoir Chrono (from) Toarcian Reservoir litho (from) Cook Fm Source Rock, chrono primary Tithonian Source Rock, litho primary Draupne Fm Seal, Chrono Toarcian

Reservoir Chrono (to) Reservoir litho (to) Source Rock, chrono secondary Callovian Source Rock, litho secondary Heather Fm Seal, Litho  Drake Fm

Probability [fraction]

Total (oil + gas + oil & gas case )  (0.00-1.00) 0,50 Oil case (0.00-1.00) Gas case (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Oil & Gas case (0.00-1.00)

Reservoir (P1) (0.00-1.00) 0,50 Trap (P2)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Charge (P3)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Retention (P4) (0.00-1.00) 1,00

Parametres: Low (P90) Base High (P10)

Depth to top of prospect  [m MSL] (> 0) 3530

Area of closure [km
2
] (> 0.0) 17,0 23,0 31,5

Reservoir thickness [m] (> 0) 27 38 50

HC column in prospect [m] (> 0) 442 502 564

Gross rock vol. [10
9
 m

3
] (> 0.000) 0,493 0,790 1,146

Net / Gross [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,30 0,40 0,50

Porosity [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,12 0,14 0,17

Permeability [mD] (> 0.0)

Water Saturation [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,30 0,44 0,60

Bg [Rm3/Sm3] (< 1.0000) 0,0026 0,0030 0,0037

1/Bo [Sm3/Rm3]  (< 1.00)

GOR, free gas [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0) 7143 13244 50000

GOR, oil [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0)

Recov. factor, oil main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, gas ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, gas main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,50 0,60 0,70

Recov. factor, liquid ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) For NPD use:

Temperature, top res [
o
C] (>0) 130 Innrapp. av geolog-init: NPD will insert value Registrert - init: NPD will insert value Kart oppdatert NPD will insert value

Pressure, top res [bar] (>0) 590 Dato: NPD will insert value Registrert Dato: NPD will insert value Kart dato NPD will insert value

Cut off criteria for N/G calculation Porosity >= 0.1 Vshale <= 0.5 Kart nr NPD will insert value

In place resources

Recoverable resources

Table 4.1 Feedback, Cook Fm, prospect data 2020

20.05.2020

Table 4: Discovery and Prospect data (Enclose map)

Block 35/3 Prospect name Feedback Johansen FmDiscovery/Prosp/Lead Prospect Prosp ID (or New!) NPD will insert value NPD approved (Y/N)

Play name NPD will insert value New Play (Y/N) No Outside play (Y/N) No

Oil, Gas or O&G case: Gas Reported by company Wellesley Petroleum Reference document Assessment year 2020

This is case no.: 1 of 1 Structural element Måløy Terrace Type of trap Structural Water depth [m MSL] (>0) 270 Seismic database (2D/3D) 3D

Resources IN PLACE and RECOVERABLE Main phase Associated phase

Volumes, this case Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10) Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10)

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,21 0,40 0,63 1,15

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 1,51 2,89 4,49 8,22

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,03 0,05 0,18 0,40

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,64 1,05 2,26 4,39

Reservoir Chrono (from) Pliensbachian Reservoir litho (from) Johansen Fm Source Rock, chrono primary Tithonian Source Rock, litho primary Draupne Fm Seal, Chrono Toarcian

Reservoir Chrono (to) Reservoir litho (to) Source Rock, chrono secondary Callovian Source Rock, litho secondary Heather Fm Seal, Litho  Drake Fm

Probability [fraction]

Total (oil + gas + oil & gas case )  (0.00-1.00) 0,50 Oil case (0.00-1.00) Gas case (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Oil & Gas case (0.00-1.00)

Reservoir (P1) (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Trap (P2)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Charge (P3)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Retention (P4) (0.00-1.00) 1,00

Parametres: Low (P90) Base High (P10)

Depth to top of prospect  [m MSL] (> 0) 3570

Area of closure [km
2
] (> 0.0) 17,1 22,1 28,5

Reservoir thickness [m] (> 0) 66 83 95

HC column in prospect [m] (> 0) 7593 7646 7698

Gross rock vol. [10
9
 m

3
] (> 0.000) 1,039 1,419 1,848

Net / Gross [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,05 0,12 0,20

Porosity [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,12 0,14 0,17

Permeability [mD] (> 0.0)

Water Saturation [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,30 0,44 0,60

Bg [Rm3/Sm3] (< 1.0000) 0,0026 0,0030 0,0037

1/Bo [Sm3/Rm3]  (< 1.00)

GOR, free gas [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0) 7143 12534 33333

GOR, oil [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0)

Recov. factor, oil main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, gas ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, gas main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,30 0,50 0,70

Recov. factor, liquid ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) For NPD use:

Temperature, top res [
o
C] (>0) 130 Innrapp. av geolog-init: NPD will insert value Registrert - init: NPD will insert value Kart oppdatert NPD will insert value

Pressure, top res [bar] (>0) 590 Dato: NPD will insert value Registrert Dato: NPD will insert value Kart dato NPD will insert value

Cut off criteria for N/G calculation Porosity >= 0.1 Vshale <= 0.5 Kart nr NPD will insert value

Comments

In place resources

Recoverable resources

Table 4.2 Feedback, Johansen Fm, prospect data 2020
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25.05.2020

Table 4: Discovery and Prospect data (Enclose map)

Block 35/3 Prospect name Counterparts Discovery/Prosp/Lead Prospect Prosp ID (or New!) NPD will insert value NPD approved (Y/N)

Play name NPD will insert value New Play (Y/N) Outside play (Y/N)

Oil, Gas or O&G case: Oil Reported by company Wellesley Petroleum Reference document Assessment year 2020

This is case no.: 1 of 1 Structural element Måløy Terrace Type of trap Structural Water depth [m MSL] (>0) 270 Seismic database (2D/3D) 3D

Resources IN PLACE and RECOVERABLE Main phase Associated phase

Volumes, this case Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10) Low (P90) Base, Mode Base, Mean High (P10)

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,44 0,04 7,85 18,61

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00)

Oil [10
6
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,14 0,02 2,76 6,61

Gas [10
9
 Sm

3
] (>0.00) 0,02 0,00 0,41 1,01

Reservoir Chrono (from) Bathonian Reservoir litho (from) Heather Fm Source Rock, chrono primary Tithonian Source Rock, litho primary Draupne Fm Seal, Chrono Bathonian to Oxfordian

Reservoir Chrono (to) Reservoir litho (to) Source Rock, chrono secondary Callovian Source Rock, litho secondary Heather Fm Seal, Litho  Heather Fm

Probability [fraction]

Total (oil + gas + oil & gas case )  (0.00-1.00) 0,36 Oil case (0.00-1.00) Gas case (0.00-1.00) Oil & Gas case (0.00-1.00)

Reservoir (P1) (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Trap (P2)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Charge (P3)  (0.00-1.00) 1,00 Retention (P4) (0.00-1.00) 1,00

Parametres: Low (P90) Base High (P10)

Depth to top of prospect  [m MSL] (> 0) 3350

Area of closure [km
2
] (> 0.0) 1,1 6,1 12,5

Reservoir thickness [m] (> 0) 40 68 95

HC column in prospect [m] (> 0) 54 131 213

Gross rock vol. [10
9
 m

3
] (> 0.000) 0,017 0,275 0,631

Net / Gross [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,30 0,44 0,60

Porosity [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,12 0,16 0,20

Permeability [mD] (> 0.0)

Water Saturation [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,15 0,30 0,45

Bg [Rm3/Sm3] (< 1.0000)

1/Bo [Sm3/Rm3]  (< 1.00) 0,45 0,56 0,71

GOR, free gas [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0)

GOR, oil [Sm
3
/Sm

3
] (> 0) 99 150 200

Recov. factor, oil main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) 0,25 0,35 0,45

Recov. factor, gas ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, gas main phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00)

Recov. factor, liquid ass. phase [fraction] (0.00-1.00) For NPD use:

Temperature, top res [
o
C] (>0) 109 Innrapp. av geolog-init: NPD will insert value Registrert - init: NPD will insert value Kart oppdatert NPD will insert value

Pressure, top res [bar] (>0) 400 Dato: NPD will insert value Registrert Dato: NPD will insert value Kart dato NPD will insert value

Cut off criteria for N/G calculation Porosity >= 0.1 Vshale <= 0.5 Kart nr NPD will insert value

Comments

In place resources

Recoverable resources

Table 4.3 Counterparts prospect data 2020
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5 Technical evaluation
After an extensive review of the prospectivity of the entire stratigraphic interval, including the Jurassic Cook,
Bathonian, Oxfordian intervals, the Cretaceous Åsgard, Agat intervals and the Paleocene, it has been agreed by
the Joint Venture to drop the licence. Stand-alone screening economics have been run on the highest ranked
prospect in the licence, which is the Jurassic Feedback prospect (40mmboe). The prospect is uneconomic, even
with the addition of the overlying Newton Agat prospect. The adjacent Lifeson prospect has been reinterpreted
as Åsgard Fm (previously Oxfordian) and as a consequence the risk has increased. The remaining Bathonian
and Agat prospects are also too small for a stand-alone development.
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6 Conclusion
Phase 1 of the work program leading up to the Drill-or-Drop decision has been fulfilled by reprocessing the 3D
CGG Broadseis survey CGG14003. Geological and geophysical studies indicate that the remaining
prospectivity in the license is not viable to pursue any further.
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